Office furniture, seating and room systems
from König + Neurath.

We
create
spaces.
Freiräume für Leistung.

We create spaces in buildings, rooms and
workstations. To do this, we accompany our
customers’ adaptation processes. That makes
companies capable of transformation. We
apply new standards to shift the boundaries:
between spatial axes, area functions and
furnishing systems. The only things remaining
static in the office are the statics themselves.

Space to evolve. Our trademark.

König + neuraTh
Space to evolve.

CHRONOLOGY

1978

years

Egon König becomes sole owner.

1982

2000

First European business partnerships in
London, GB.

75-year anniversary of K + N: Holzäpfel is
incorporated under the K + N brand. Expansion
of metal production capacity to 22,000 m2.

1986
“The office as a living space” – K + N as a fullservice provider launches its first chair range
manufactured in-house.

Quality and environmental
management

1925

1992

Heinrich Neurath founds a company in Karben
for the manufacture of office furniture.

Construction of a modern office furniture factory
in Weißensee (Thüringen) with 25,000 m2 of
production space and 190 new jobs.

144 01

1930
Heinrich König, the son-in-law of Heinrich
Neurath, joins the company.

1947
Egon König, the son of Heinrich König, joins
his father’s company. Expansion of production
area to a total of 3,000 m2.

1969
König + Neurath has already
received many design awards.

Construction of a plant covering an area of
10,000 m2. Today it houses the head office,
as well as an exhibition and consulting centre.

2007
Construction of an additional production
building, bringing the total production area
to 150,000 m2.

2008
ORGATEC: Innovative power with SENSONA,
a world first.

1995

2009

Introduction of new quality standards in line
with DIN EN ISO 9001.

Increased efficiency: automated manufacture
of components in the “cutting centre” for
individual solutions.

1996
K + N becomes a public limited company and
commits to environmental management according to EWG.

2010
ORGATEC – presentation of new
dynamics in the office: NET.WORK.PLACE.

1997

2011

Laying of the foundation stone for the new
information centre and showroom in Karben.

Market launch of the LAMIGA task chair.

1976

1998

Take-over of the Holzäpfel company in
Horb am Neckar.

Acquisition of Bolte, a manufacturer of
steel furniture.

2012
Implementation of laser technology
Orgatec: New energy in the office
TEAM.WORK.SPACE.
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K+n CiTy

What does a city have in common with
office structures? Both are concerned
with space efficiency and room quality.
taking time out
RELAXATION AREAS

working together
MEETING ROOMS, TEAM OFFICES

working
MY DESK, MOBILE WORKING

networking
MODULAR MIDDLE ZONES

communicating
MEETING POINTS, BISTROS

deciding
CONFERENCE, ASSEMBLY ROOMS

knowing
TRAINING AND SEMINAR ROOMS

Dividing cities into living and working areas creates the basis for people to be able
to feel good and live well together. K+N CITY arose from this idea: the connection
of office structures with various functions – just like a city.
In cities, there are places where people spend their leisure
time, communicate with one another or just take a rest. And
there are areas that are reserved exclusively for work – which
can range from individual creative phases to teamwork.
The K+N CITY concept transposes this subdivision into office
spaces: In conference rooms, employees meet to interact; they
can concentrate on work best at their individual workplaces.

And there is also appropriate space to rest. In the K+N CITY
conceptual office spaceplans, work space is not simply “put
together”, but organised so that each zone can be best used
depending on the requirements – both in terms of space as
well as efficiency. This benefits the employees just as much
as the companies themselves.
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NET.WORK.PLACE
New Dynamics in the Office:
Modularity in a Grid.

C E NT R A L Z ONE
C ONC E P T

Experience the new
movement in the
office.

Changes in working culture and work structures demand more
THE STANDARD FOR FLEXIBLE MOVEMENT.
Modules that can be used flexibly in an
80 x 80 grid. Pioneering ergonomics. Almost
infinite variation potential. NET.WORK.PLACE
is exemplary when it comes to contemporary modular furniture systems. A concept
for the working environment of today, which
might have to be changed again by tomorrow – using the cube as a basis for mobile
office layouts.

freedom of movement for people, thoughts and ideas. And thus
office environments that can be changed at any time. For this
you need furniture that can cope with change – ideally designed
around a uniform grid measurement that can be used as a basis
for the entire topography of the office. With NET.WORK.PLACE it’s
the magical 80 cm that makes a space into a room.
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WORK
PLACE
SYSTEM

TALO.S

DO IT.4

BASIC.4

LOGO.S

ECO.S

TALENT.S
Space for individuality. The unique personalised workstation
should provide its user with a private sphere – just like his own
four walls. This is the only way to achieve excellent results at work.
If for instance the individual ergonomics and acoustic conditions
are set up optimaslly for that user, it makes ot easier for them
to switch between concentration and communication. Personal
points of focus like this are important to meet employees‘ requirements – in any type of office space and transcending hierarchichal
structures.
On the following pages you will find a selection from our portfolio.

Download catalogues
for the entire K+n
product range.

MeTra
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TALO.S
The highest form of
ergonomic function.

WOR K P L AC E
SYSTEM

THEIGH
TADJUS
A B L E Motor
VERSATILE, FUNCTIONAL AND COMFORTABLE. TALO.S can be adapted to suit the individual preferences of its users however it
is used: as a single workstation or bench, in
a linked configuration or as part of a larger
office layout. The different height adjustment options mean you can create any form
of sitting/standing solution – ergonomically
and healthily.

rank
Lift / C

/

Whatever plane you’re thinking on, TALO.S will rise to
the occasion every time. Sit down to pore over concepts, think on your feet or stand to welcome visitors –
this desk adapts to your way of working.
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DO IT.4
The design benchmark.
Systematic and functional.

WOR K P L AC E
SYSTEM

CONCENTRATING ON ESSENTIALS. In
modern offices the room structures are
variable; sometimes you need space for
meetings, sometimes an area in which to
work. DO IT.4 can be used and networked for
various functions – it’s just as well-suited to
meetings, brainstorming sessions and teamwork as it is to being a workstation.

4 legs, a single thought: DO IT.4, the system for
desking, benching and storage solutions. With a clear
design and practical functions.
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BASIC.4
Clear forms.
Versatile functions.

WOR K P L AC E
SYSTEM

AN EYE FOR DETAIL. It’s often the little
things that make working more pleasant
and efficient – such as the sliding top that
can be removed without tools, the userfriendly electrics or the variety of leg frame
styles.

a workstation system as it should be: focussing on
the essentials. Extremely functional; yet an attractive,
high-quality look. At the same time, BASIC.4 is able to
fulfil a variety of requirements – and is therefore the
perfect basis for efficient working.
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insiDe . 25 | 60 | 80
Flexible and functional
screen system with a
contemporary design.

SCREEN
SYSTEM

TIAC O U S
C A L LY V E
I
EFFECT

DESIGNING YOUR OPEN SPACE PERFECTLY.
Office areas can be furnished both functionally and efficiently with INSIDE. Thanks to
the acoustic screens, the acoustics of the
room as a whole are improved and it is possible to concentrate on your work.

Elegant, functional, versatile. The INSIDE range features
three systems that complement each other in thicknesses of 80, 60 and 25 mm with a uniform appearance.
With this system, offices of any size can be arranged
individually to facilitate an efficient and enjoyable working
environment throughout.
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ManageMenT
& CONFERENCE
SYSTEMS

PENSO.M

PLENUM.K

SUMMA NESTING TABLE

suMMa

CONLINE.M

CONLINE.K
Communication as success factor. In a highly networked world,
communication is essential for the success of a company. Requirements of areas used for direct exchange of information are growing
as well as complex. Our portfolio ranges from classic conference
settings to training and seminar rooms and multifunctional meeting
spaces. The König + Neurath systems have the answer to these
complex challenges.
On the following pages you will find a selection from our portfolio.

Download catalogues
for the entire K+n
product range.

CONLINE.X
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PENSO.M
Leadership with style.

M A NAGE M E NT &
C ONF E R E NC E
SYSTEMS

NG
WO R K I E
L
IN STY

MANAGEMENT IN TOP FORM. The smart,
elegant electrification that lets the cables
disappear invisibly from the desk.

Just as individual as a leadership style: PENSO.M.
The modern aesthetic with a strong relationship to
architecture is expressed in the clarity of the design.
The elegant skid frame is representative of this with its
mitred form. PENSO.M – the standard in management.
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PLENUM.K
The standard for
good communication.

M A NAGE M E NT &
C ONF E R E NC E
SYSTEMS

ADAPTS TO EVERY SITUATION. The
PLENUM.K modular conference system can
be adapted to every conceivable conference
situation thanks to its enormous span length
and almost invisible plug-and-play solutions.
The intelligently integrated presentation
technology reflects the demand for aesthetics with functionality, supported by the hightech media wall.

PLENUM.K sets new standards in conference rooms.
A very impressive design. Concealed technology. And a
span length of up to four metres: limitless comfort for
great ideas.
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suMMa
Sovereign in appearance.

M A NAGE M E NT &
C ONF E R E NC E
SYSTEMS

Made for today’s office. Sophisticated design, clear functionality
and a high level of flexibility – these are the requirements of
modern office furniture. SUMMA brings these qualities together.
The folding table makes it possible to design the office in a verFLEXIBILITY WITH STYLE. The SUMMA
folding table can be put up and taken down
in a flash. And it lends the conference
room a stylish atmosphere with its elegant
design.

satile, creative way, and it is a convincing classic of contemporary
design. Its distinctive design feature is the elegant legframe in
polished aluminium.
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seaTing
PUBLICA

jeT.ii

Tensa.Ts

agenDa

OKAY.II

Tensa

KineTa

LAMIGA

CharTa

CLIP.ONE

SENSONA

sKye

OKAY

ergonomics – the backbone of a successful company. When
choosing a task chair, you need to think just as much about your
employees‘ wellbeing as the price. The ergonomic quality of the
chair is the deciding factor. That’s what König + Neurath stands
for: adaptability, dynamics, stimulation and stability are the
fundamental characteristics of our seating systems.
On the following pages you will find a selection from our portfolio.

Download catalogues
for the entire K+n
product range.

jeT

signeTa
JUVENTA
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seaTing
ERGONOMICS
COMPETENCE

At König + Neurath, ergonomics is part of the company’s philosophy. We think
holistically – and that is just as true of our approach to ergonomics.
The objective of ergonomics is to adapt the working environment to a person’s requirements in order to improve working
conditions – and results. For König + Neurath as a manufacturer of office furniture systems, it is therefore our job to
develop seating furniture that allows the user to sit in a manner that is in keeping with the very latest ergonomic findings.
Every range of chairs is suitable for use in all areas of the
office, with alternative designs, materials and accessories.
But we think beyond the ergonomics of sitting. It isn’t just the
immediate workstation that defines working conditions – psychological and organisational factors are of great importance
too. All three areas have mutual influence over each other and

should be taken into account when planning any configuration.
This comprehensive, system-wide ergonomic approach is the
basis of our work.
That’s why we also handle areas such as room design, climate
control, acoustics, lighting and communication. We also incorporate different methods of working as well as possible stress
factors into our concepts. To achieve this, we work closely with
external specialists and scientists.
To us, ergonomics means the perfect interaction between all
these factors. This is how we create space to evolve. We are
the backbone of the office – and not just with our seating.

jeT.ii
The answer to your wishes:
our diversity.

ONE FAMILY. AND EACH MEMBER IS A UNIQUE PERSONALITY.
Accessories and ergonomics as
required – depending on your
taste and needs. JET.II has everything you need for perfect sitting.

S E AT I NG

jeT.ii offers limitless possibilities. A task chair family
with which you can design the office individually and
consistently – with a variety of ergonomic concepts. The
solution: JET.II with its limitless possibilities. The choice
of backrests, armrests, bases and upholstery fabric
fulfils all your wishes.
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LAMIGA
Embrace your back.
With an ERGO-DISC, the
perfect ergonomic solution.

S E AT I NG

Here’s the film which
embraces the back!

MORE FLEXIBILITY, MORE SUPPORT. The
special ergonomic design of LAMIGA also
allows for lateral rotations of the user’s
back. Even with these movements, the
backrest gives support in every position,
because it is so flexible. The degree of this
flexibility can be adjusted to suit the user’s
body weight – an innovation perfectly implemented with the ERGO-DISC.

ergonomics, taken one stage further. The ERGO-DISC
as a visible sign of an innovative function: the individually
adjustable, flexible backrest shell – an embrace for the
back.
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OKAY.II
The perfect concept
for the back.

S E AT I NG

HB R E AT
ABLE + MIC
O
ERGON

OKAY.II gives the back optimum support and temperature
control. Sitting can’t really get any better! The backrest with
individually adjustable synchro mechanism and the Virtual
Swing Point (vsp®) is the secret. With breathable mesh or
upholstery with temperature control 3D fabric, this is top-notch
ergonomics.
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KineTa
How simple
can sitting be?

S E AT I NG

I V E LY
INTUIT T
C
CORRE
G
SITTIN

JUST SIT DOWN. THE CHAIR DOES EVERYTHING ELSE. KINETA automatically adjusts
to suit each user. This makes it the ideal
chair for workstations shared by a succession of different employees.

how can you be sure that you are always sitting correctly? With KINETA. And you don’t even need to keep
adjusting it or referring to the manual. Its secret: it’s
the first chair to be developed according to the i-seating®
principle for intuitively correct seating.
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jeT
Perfection in price
and performance.

GENEROUSLY DESIGNED, COST-EFFECTIVELY PRODUCED.
The JET chair family with four models and a specially-developed
synchro mechanism with a large opening angle and optimum
synchro ratio. Each model has matching visitor chairs,
optionally as a cantilever chair or with a four-legged base, with
or without armrests. Generously designed, cost-effectively
produced. This means JET fits in with every furnishing style and
every budget.

S E AT I NG

JET redefines the economy class: extensive accessory
options and perfect ergonomics, clear design and brand
quality, providing convincing value for money. This means
JET fits in with every furnishing style and every budget.
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CharTa
The collection for people
with discerning taste.

REPRESENTATIVE AND
ELEGANT. CHARTA – designed
by ITO® DESIGN – fulfils high
standards in design and
craftsmanship. And demonstrates impressively that good
taste and the desire for harmonious design in all areas
are closely linked together.

S E AT I NG

good taste and awareness of quality complement
each other excellently. This is also true for the working
environment. The CHARTA collection with conference
chairs, lounge chairs and executive task chairs presents
these values in a harmonious and extremely stylish form.
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PUBLICA
In good company –
from conference to lounge.

S E AT I NG

IDEAL
L
FOR AL
AREAS

Straightforward. Suitable for everyday use. But not
run of the mill. Not only is PUBLICA suitable for any
environment with its clear-cut styling, it’s also suitable
for any occasion: It comes as a multi-purpose and
conference chair, a lounge chair, a bench and even as
a bar stool.
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STORAGE
SOLUTION

ACTA.CLASSIC

ACTA.PLUS

ACTA.FERRO

CONTAINER

CaDDy

Custom-built cabinet systems. Whether you choose wood or
high-quality metal, König + Neurath has solutions for every office
that meet individual requirements. The cabinet ranges fulfil all the
needs associated with modern office organisation with their attractive design and intelligently divided interiors. Furthermore they are
the perfect match for the König + Neurath workstation systems.
On the following pages you will find a selection from our portfolio.

Download catalogues
for the entire K+n
product range.

aCTa.MiTreD
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ACTA.CLASSIC
Systematic order for an
efficient workstation.

S T OR AGE
S OL U T I ONS

KEEP TRACK OF EVERYTHING.
ACTA.CLASSIC, with its selection of different
heights, fronts and high-qality finishes, as
well as its classic, straight-lined design,
offers customised solutions for every office.
The cabinet can also be used as a freestanding room divider.

Intelligently organised, effectively stored and beautifully packaged. The ACTA.CLASSIC cupboard system
has become a real classic. And still brings more structure to your work and to any room.
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ACTA.PLUS
Design and function
in perfect order.

S T OR AGE
S OL U T I ONS

ENJOY WORKING IN AN OPEN-SPACE OFFICE.
The ACTA.PLUS cabinet system is the perfect
storage solution for the Open Space. And it
can be fitted with acoustic materials, so that
it provides a significant contribution towards
a good climate at work.

More space. More possibilities. More style. The modular ACTA.PLUS storage system for efficient, elegant
room planning creates workstations where people feel
comfortable. And where they can find everything.
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ACTA.FERRO
Plan for the future with –
timeless design,
long working life.

S T OR AGE
S OL U T I ONS

Y
STURD
AND
NT
ELEGA

BRINGS STYLE INTO EVERY ROOM.
Depending on the conditions in the workplace, ACTA.FERRO opens up many opportunities for making efficient use of space.
Its elegant looks fit in everywhere. And the
perforated steel fronts make them a useful
asset when it comes to optimising the
room acoustics.

More than just storage. The ACTA.FERRO storage
range is not just solid and durable. It is also environmentally friendly, as it has no emissions and is 100 %
recyclable. And all that in a highquality timeless
design.
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ROOM
SYSTEM

HORIZONTE

ThinK.TanK

Transparency for a new office architecture. Modern working processes expect and encourage flexibility and dynamics from people and
their space – this is often restricted by the rigid layouts. If you use
innovative room and partitioning systems, space can be configured
more variably and efficiently. König + Neurath offers three different
room systems that can create flexible, fluid office structures independently of the room or building architecture.
On the following pages you will find a selection from our portfolio.

Download catalogues
for the entire K+n
product range.

TWO.2.BLOCK
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HORIZONTE
Profiled transparency for
a new office architecture.

SOLUTIONS WITH PERSPECTIVE. It
doesn’t matter whether the intention is
to continue the façade structure in the
interior, or whether independent room solutions are needed: both are possible with
the post-and-rail system. The structure of
the room can be changed as required – the
design is always elegant and harmonious.
The distance between the vertical posts
depends on the height and statics of the
horizontal rails. A transparent partitioning
system that looks impressive.

ROOM
SYSTEM

Clear structure. Clear design. Create new horizons with
HORIZONTE – with individual transparent solutions for
every work area.
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ThinK.TanK
The new approach –
whatever the building grid.

ROOM
SYSTEM

THE
RO O M IN-ArO O M

A NEW FEELING OF
SPACE FOR COLOSSAL IDEAS. Screened
from distractions,
yet at the centre of
the office activities.
Acoustically insulated
and sound-absorbing.
Light and illuminated.
Airy and ventilated.
Equipped with all the
presentation technology you need, as well
as technical interfaces
for today’s workplace.

ThinK TanKs are concentrated space for concentrated
work. At the centre of office life. And in the dimensions
of your choice.
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REFERENCES

www.koenig-neurath.de

Deutschland
König + Neurath AG
Büromöbel-Systeme
Industriestraße 1–3
61184 Karben
Tel.: +49 (0)6039 483-0
Fax: +49 (0)6039 483-214
e-mail: info@koenig-neurath.de
www.koenig-neurath.de
Great Britain
K + N International
(Office Systems) Ltd
52 Britton Street
London EC1M 5UQ
Tel.: +44 (0)20 74909340
Fax: +44 (0)20 74909349
e-mail: sales@kn-international.co.uk
www.kn-city.co.uk
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nederland
König + Neurath Nederland
Office Furniture
Airport Business Park Lijnden
Frankfurtstraat 18–22
1175 RH Lijnden
Tel.: +31 (0)20 4109410
Fax: +31 (0)20 4109419
e-mail: info@konig-neurath.nl
www.konig-neurath.nl

Freiräume für Leistung.

